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Abstract

A parametric study of an irreversible regenerative Brayton heat engine with isothermal heat addition has
been performed with external as well as internal irreversibilities. The external irreversibility is due to the
finite temperature differences between the heat engine and the external reservoirs, while the internal ir-
reversiblities are due to other processes, viz. nonisentropic compression and expansion processes in the
compressor and turbine, respectively, and the regenerative heat loss. The power output is maximized with
respect to the working fluid temperatures, and the effects of different parameters on the maximum power
output and the corresponding thermal efficiency have been studied. There is a significant improvement in
the thermal efficiency (above 15%) of a Brayton cycle with isothermal heat addition over the conventional
one. It is seen that the effect of the isobaric side effectiveness is rather pronounced for the power output and
the corresponding thermal efficiency. The effect of the turbine efficiency is found to be more than that of the
compressor on both power output and thermal efficiency. Also, it is seen that there are optimal values of the
various heat capacitance rates between the different reservoirs and the heat engine.
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1. Introduction

Thermal efficiency is an important performance characteristic parameter of Brayton cycles and,
in practice, has a major impact on operating cost. It is well known that reheating in gas turbine
engines limits the extent to which an isothermal heat addition is approached. With respect to
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simple heat addition, when a compressible gas with subsonic velocity flows through a frictionless
constant area duct with heat addition, the temperature of the gas increases along the duct. Also,
with respect to a simple area change, when a compressible fluid/gas with subsonic velocity flows
through a frictionless adiabatic duct with decreasing area, the temperature of the gas decreases
along the duct. Based on the nature of these two flows, simple heat addition (under Rayleigh flow)
and simple area change (under isentropic flow) may be combined in such a way as to yield an
isothermal heat addition process [1]. The idealized isothermal process consists of a compressible
gas with subsonic velocity flowing through a frictionless converging duct such that while being
heated all along the duct, any infinitesimal decrease in temperature due to the simple area change
is exactly compensated by the simple heat addition. It is noted that since the temperature of the
gas is constant during the isothermal heat addition, the kinetic energy of the gas (and hence, the
Mach number) must increase in order to satisfy conservation of energy. The appropriate appli-
cation of the idealized isothermal process is to gas turbine engines operating with air. It is equally
desirable that the Brayton cycle be modified by the isothermal heat addition.

Vecchiarelli et al. [1] indicated that the hypothetical modification of gas turbine engines to
include two heat additions (rather than one) may result in some efficiency improvement as
compared with conventional engines. In recent years, many workers [2-4] studied the effect of
isothermal heat addition using open/closed cycle regenerative Brayton heat engines and showed
that there is a significant improvement in the thermal efficiency (over 10%) compared with con-
ventional engines. In this paper, we have presented a more general and detailed analysis of a
regenerative closed cycle Brayton heat engine with isothermal heat addition and nonisentropic
compression and expansion processes for finite heat capacity of the external reservoirs.

2. System description

The schematic and T-s diagrams of the closed cycle regenerative Brayton heat engine with
isothermal heat addition are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The basic components of this
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(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of regenerative Brayton cycle with isothermal heat addition. (b) T-s diagram of regenerative
Brayton cycle with isothermal heat addition. Horizontal axis: Specific entropy in kJ/K; vertical axis: Temperature in K.

cycle are the compressor, regenerator, regular combustion chamber (RCC), converging com-
bustion chamber (CCC), turbine and low temperature heat exchanger (LTHE). The gas enters the
compressor at state 1 and is compressed to state 2 (nonisentropically) or to state 2S (isentropi-
cally). At state 2 or 2S, the cold gas leaving the compressor enters the regenerator, where it is
heated to state 2R. In an ideal regenerator, the gas will leave the regenerator at the temperature of
the turbine exhaust (state 5), i.e. T2R = T5. The isobaric heat addition process takes place between
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states 2R and 3 in the RCC from a finite heat capacity source whose temperature varies from Tm

to Tm- Further heat addition is accomplished in the CCC isothermally between states 3 and 4
from a finite heat capacity source whose temperature varies from TH3 to TH4. When the gas leaves
the CCC at state 4, it has a lower pressure than at state 3, but the velocity and, hence, the kinetic
energy of the gas has increased enormously due to the nature of the CCC. The gas enters the
turbine at state 4 and expands nonisentropically to state 5 (ideally to state 5S). The hot gas leaves
the turbine at state 5 or 5S and enters the regenerator where it is cooled to state 5R isobarically by
supplying heat to the compressor outlet gas and finally enters the LTHE at state 5R and is cooled
to state 1 at constant pressure, rejecting the heat to a heat sink of finite heat capacity whose
temperature varies from TL1 to TL2, completing the cycle. Thus, we have considered here the
theoretical model of a modified regenerative Brayton cycle 1-2-2R-3-4-5-5R-1 with real pro-
cesses.

3. Thermodynamic analysis

Let QH, QL and QR be the heat transfer rates to and from the heat engine and the regenerative
heat transfer rate, respectively, then

QH = Q2K-3+Q3^ (1)

QL = Q5R-1 ð2Þ

QR = Q2-2R = Q5-5R ð3Þ

where

QIR-3 = Cw(r3 - T2R) = CH(Tm - Tm) = [/HiH(LMTD)H (4)

Q%A = miVl - V?)/2 = CHI(Tm - Tm) = UmAm(LMTD)H1 (5)

fisR-i = Cw(r5R - 7i) = CL(TL2 - Tu) = C/^L(LMTD)L (6)

QR = CWðT5 - T5RÞ = CWðT2R - T2) U RARðLMTDÞR ð7Þ

where CH, CH1, CL and CW are the heat capacitance rates in the external fluids on the RCC, the
CCC and the cold side reservoirs and the working fluid, respectively. UHAH, UH1AH1, ULAL and
URAR are the overall heat transfer rates and areas products between the external reservoirs and the
RCC, the CCC and the heat sink and in the regenerator, respectively. V3 and V4 are the velocities
of the working fluid at state points 3 and 4, respectively, and m is the mass flow rate of the
working fluid.

The isothermal heat addition between states 3 and 4 can also be defined in terms of Mach
number (M) as:

M=V/VS ð8Þ

where Vs is the speed of sound and for a perfect gas:
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Vs = ðkRTÞ1=2 ð9Þ

where k is the specific heat ratio and R is the universal gas constant of the working fluid. From
Eqs. (9) and (5), we have:

Q^ = Cw(k - 1ÞT3ðM4
2 - Ml)/2 ð10Þ

From Eqs. (4)-(7), we have:

Q2R-3 = CWÐT3 - T2RÞ = CHeHðTH1 - T2RÞð

fisR-i = C w ( r 5 R - Tx) = CLsL{T5K - Tu) (13)

QR = CWðT5 - T5RÞ = CWðT2R - T2Þ = CWeRðT5 - T2 Þð14Þ

where the e's are the effectivenesses of the various heat exchangers and are defined as:

ð15Þ

1 - e V N
ð16Þ

j _ L;min
CL;max

e m = ^ m / ( l + ^ m ) (17)

£ R = A W ( 1 + ^ R ) (18)

where NH, NH1, NL and NR are the number of heat transfer units based on the minimum thermal
capacitance rates NH = UHAH=CH, NH1 = UH1AH1=CH1, NL = ULAL=CL and NR = URAR=CW.

The compressor and turbine efficiencies are defined as below:

19Þ

gt = ðT4 - T5Þ=ðT4 - T5SÞ ð20Þ

Now, from Eqs. (11) (20), we get:

ð21Þ

ð22Þ
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Tx = {\-y)T5K+yTu ð23Þ

T3 = ð1 - xÞT2R þ xTH1 ð24Þ

r2S = ( l - ! / c ) 7 i + ! / c r 2 (25)

T5S = (l - n-
x) T4 + J?-1 T5 => r5S = (l - J?-1 ) r3 + J?-1 r5 (26)

where x = CHeH=CW, x1 = CH1EH1=CW and y = CLeL=CW and T3 = T4.
However, in this case, for the Brayton cycle

T2S/T1=RT = (rpf-
l)/k and T3/T5S = T4/T5S = (rtrpf-

1)/k (27)

where RT is the cycle temperature ratio, rt(= p4=p3 < 1Þ is the isothermal pressure drop ratio and
rp(= p2=p1 > 1Þ is the cycle pressure ratio and p denotes the pressure. From Eq. (27), we have:

a ^ s / r O = T4/T5S => T2ST5S = aTxTATx = aTxT3Ti (28)

where a = (rtf-
1)/k.

Substituting the values of T1, T2S, T3 and T5S from Eqs. (21)-(26) in Eq. (28), we get a quadratic
equation in T2 as:

AT2
2þBT2 þ C = 0 ð29Þ

Solving for T2 [treating T5 as a constant] yields:

T2 = {-B±y/(B2-AAC)}/2A (30)

where A, B and C depend on T5 and are fixed for a set of operating conditions. Now, by the first
law of thermodynamics:

P = QH ~ QL = QlR-3 þ 23-4 " fisR-1

= cHeH(rHi - r2R) + cHieHi(rH3 - r3) - cLeL(r5 R - rL1) (31)

Substituting Eqs. (21)-(24) and Eq. (30) into Eq. (31), we get:

P = Cw{x{\ -Xl)Tm + XlTm + yTL1} - Cw{x{\ - eR) + j e R + Xl(l -x)(l - e R ) }

x [{-B ± (VB2 - 4AC)}/2A] - C w { j ( l - £R) + £Rx + £R(1 - x)xx}T5 (32)

We see from Eq. (32) that P is a function of the single variable T5 (as T2 is also a function of T5),
Thus, maximizing "P" w.r.t. T5, viz. ^- = 0, yields:

A1T52þB1T5 þ C1=0 ð33Þ

Solving Eq. (33) for T5, we get:

T5;opt = {-B1±^r(B2-A1C1)}/A1 ð34Þ

where the various parameters are given in the nomenclature.
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Substituting the value of T5;opt into Eq. (30), we find T2;opt, and from Eqs. (21)-(26), we can
obtain the optimum temperatures. The maximum power output (Pmax) and the corresponding
thermal efficiency (gm) can be calculated for a typical set of operating conditions.

4. Discussion of results

In order to have a numerical appreciation of the results, we consider the heat sources/sink inlet
temperatures as TH1 = 900-1350 K, TH3 = 1100-1500 K and TL1 = 290-325 K, the effectivenesses
of the various heat exchangers (eH, £m, ER and eL) in the range 0.40-1.00, the turbine and com-
pressor efficiencies (gt and gc) in the range 0.60-1.00 and the heat capacitance rates (CH, CH1, CL

and CW) of the various fluids in the range 0.60-1.30 kW/K. We have studied the effect of each of
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Fig. 2. (a) Power output vs effectiveness. (b) Thermal efficiency vs effectiveness.
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sink temperature on the power output and thermal efficiency.
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these parameters (while keeping the others constant) on the various state points temperatures,
heat transfer rates, maximum power output, thermal efficiency and the cycle temperature ratio,
and the discussion of the results is given below:

4.1. Effect of various effectivenesses

The effects of the effectivenesses of the various heat exchangers on the power output and the
corresponding thermal efficiency of an irreversible regenerative Brayton cycle heat engine are
shown in Fig. 2(a and b). It is seen from these figures that the power output and the corresponding
thermal efficiency increase as the effectivenesses on the sink side (eL), the hot side (isothermal) (eH1)
and the regenerative side (eR) heat exchangers increase, while both parameters decrease as the
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Fig. 4. (a) Power output vs component efficiency. (b) Thermal efficiency vs component efficiency.
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effectiveness of the isobaric side (eH) heat exchanger increases. The effect of the isobaric side ef-
fectiveness is rather pronounced for both parameters.

Since, the higher values of £H, £m and EL decrease the external irreversibilities on their respective
sides heat exchangers by forcing the working fluid to transfer heat to and from the sink/sources
reservoirs by increasing the heat transfer rates and decreasing the temperature differences.
However, a higher value of EL increases power more than a higher value of EH1 , while a higher
value of EH decreases not only the power output but also the corresponding thermal efficiency. So,
it is desirable to have the relation eL > £m > EH for better performance of the cycle.

Although the Brayton cycle with ideal regenerator is more efficient than the Brayton cycle with
real regenerator, no ideal regenerator is available in practice. Hence, it would be impossible to
conclude any new results in the analysis of the Brayton cycle if the regenerative losses were not
considered.
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Heat capacitance rates (kW/K)
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Fig. 5. (a) Power output vs heat capacitance rates. (b) Thermal efficiency vs heat capacitance rates.
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4.2. Effect of reservoir temperatures

The effects of the reservoir temperatures on the power output and the corresponding thermal
efficiency of an irreversible regenerative Brayton cycle are shown in Fig. 3(a)-(c). It is seen from
these figures that as the temperatures of the isobaric side (TH1) and the sink side (TL1) heat ex-
changers increase the power output, as well as the corresponding thermal efficiency, decreases,
while both parameters increase as the temperature of the isothermal side (TH3) heat exchanger
increases.

4.3. Effect of turbine and compressor efficiencies

Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the effect of the turbine and compressor efficiencies on the power output
and the corresponding thermal efficiency of an irreversible regenerative Brayton cycle. It is seen
from these figures that the power output and the corresponding thermal efficiency increase as the
efficiency of either component increases but the effect of turbine efficiency is slightly more pro-
nounced than the compressor efficiency on both parameters.

4.4. Effect of heat capacitance rates

The effects of the various heat capacitance rates on the power output and the corresponding
thermal efficiency are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). It is seen that the power output and the cor-
responding thermal efficiency increase as the heat capacitance rates on the isothermal side (CH1),

the sink side (CL) and, to a lesser degree, the cycle fluid (CW) increase, while both the parameters
decrease as the heat capacitance rate on the isobaric side (CH) heat exchanger increases. The effect
of the isobaric side heat capacitance rate (CH) is more pronounced than the other heat capacitance
rates not only on the power output but also on the corresponding thermal efficiency.

The higher values of heat capacitance rates decrease the external irreversibilities on their re-
spective side heat exchangers by forcing the working fluid to transfer heat to and from the res-
ervoirs by increasing the heat transfer rates and/or decreasing the temperature differences.
However, a higher value of CL increases the power more than higher values of the other heat
capacitance rates (viz. CH1, CH, or CW), while a lower value of CH increases not only the power
output but also the corresponding thermal efficiency. It is found that these heat capacitance rates
should be in the order CL > CH1 > CW > CH for better performance of these cycles.

5. Conclusions

An irreversible regenerative Brayton cycle with isothermal heat addition for finite heat ca-
pacities of the external fluids with real processes (in the compressor, turbine and regenerator) has
been studied. The power output is maximized with respect to cycle temperatures, and the maxi-
mum power output and corresponding thermal efficiency are calculated for the various operating
conditions. The effects of various parameters on the performance of the Brayton heat engine have
been studied. There is a significant improvement in the performance of the Brayton cycle (above
15%) with isothermal heat addition over the conventional Brayton cycle. It is seen that the ef-
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fectivenesses of the various heat exchangers should be high except that in the isobaric heat ad-
dition. The inlet temperature for the isobaric heat addition should be less than the inlet tem-
perature of the isothermal heat addition for better performance because the heat addition in the
former increases the quantity of energy, while in the latter, it increases the quality of energy (as the
isothermal heat addition increases the kinetic energy rather than the thermal energy unlike the
former source). The effect of turbine efficiency is more than that of the compressor on the per-
formance of the cycle. The heat capacitance rates also play an important role in the performance
of Brayton cycles, and it is found that there is a required order in choosing the heat capacitance
rates of the various reservoirs and the working fluid. For this case, the order is found to be
CL > CH1 > CW > CH. Thus, the present parametric study is useful to understand the deviation of
the performance of a real cycle from an ideal one and could be useful to design the theoretical
Brayton cycles model with one or two additional heat sources.
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